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This study is concerned with the tasks perfonrecl by legal secre-
taries in the State of Oklahoma. The pr.im:u:y objective was to detennine 
the frequency such tasks were perforrred to see if the task should be 
incorporated in a training program. I found that the tasks described 
in the check lists returned \.Vere included in the material being taught 
to prospective legal secretaries. 
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Background Inf onnation 
When the legal secretarial program was irrplerrented at Oklahoma 
State Tech, no extensive studies were made to investigate the duties 
and responsibilities of legal secretaries. 'Ihe curriculum was de-
signed so that last trimester secretarial science majors could special-
ize in legal work. Cbe needs to knav the activities trainees will rrost 
likely r:erfonn in their daily emplqyrrent, and what specific activities 
probable errployers are likely to demand of them as legal stenographic 
workers. All students should have the opportunity to gain practice at 
approximately the sane level of office errployrrent at which they are 
rrost likely to be errployed. Standards and requirerrents change, parti-
cularly in legal offices, and work tends to becare highly systematized 
and mechanized. 'Ihese trends and tendencies should not be ignored but 
need to be reflected in the school's program. 
It is the responsibility of busine!3s educators of the school in 
cooperation with the business agencies of the ccmmmity it serves, and 
to assemble these facts and requirerrents. 'Ihis, of course, requires 
research, and is the major concern of this investigation. 
Staterrent of the Problem 
This investigation is a study of the policies and practices of law 
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off ice personnel to detennine the tasks required of legal clerical 
personnel. 
Need for the Study 
A student who canpletes the general secretarial course and enters 
the field as c-, legal secretary will be at a disadvantage in atterrpting 
to carry on the important and bighly technical tasks involved because 
the training has no provision for handling them efficiently. Such a 
person has a definite need for specialization beyond the basic skills. 
It is the school's responsibility to produce secretaries who can step 
into positions and assume the duties of a legal secretary with very 
little difficulty. 
Purpose of the Study 
A specialized course in vhlch emphasis is placed upon the rrost 
important tasks which make up the legal secretary's day in the average 
law office should be designed. So far as is Ewident, no job analysis 
of this type has yet been made in this area, and until one is made, any 
specialized course offered for legal secretaries will surely be found 
wanting in rnany respects when it comes to meeting local demands. The 
purpose of this study is to identify tasks perfonred on the job by 
legal secretaries in Oklahana. 
Research Questions 
This research ~•ttanpts to answer the following questions thru a 
job analysis survey of legal secretaries in Oklahana: 
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1. What specific duties does the legal secretary perfonn? 
Hew frequently? 
2. What routine secretarial, stenographic, or clerical duties 
are required of the legal secretary? Hew frequently? 
3. 'What are the skill requirerrents in shorthand and typewriting? 
4. What type of equiµrent is used in dictation? in transcribing? 
in general office work? 
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CHAPrER II 
RE.VIEW OF LITERA'IURE 
At the beginning of this research a thorough search was made at 
the University library for any literature relating to the legal cleri-
cal 'WOrker. 'Ihe purpose of this perusal was to ascertain what had been 
written in this field which might be of value as source material and, 
at the same t.irre, to insure that this study would not be a duplication 
of sare previous work. 
The scarcity of literature in the legal secretarial field was 
amazing. A few good periodical articles were found containing general 
theory on the subject of legal secretaryship, and a limited nurrber of 
books devoted to secretarial procedures, legal typewriting, graded 
dictation material, and legal tenninology. A study made by Barclay 
(1949) on the legal secretary was found. This study differed from the 
study under consideration in that it was concerned with a job analysis 
of legal secretaries in the State of California. 
The Barclay study found that irost secretaries had no legal train-
ing in school, and that it was necessary for them to spend a oonsider-
able anount of tine in on-the-job training before they oould perfonn 
their duties efficiently. 
A sttrly by Ford (1954) on the policies and practices of law 
of fices further pointed to a need for a study of the duties of a legal 
secretary and the need for specialized training in this area. Ford's 
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study was restricted to the State of Michigan. Smee both the Barclay 
and Ford study was made prior to 1955, this study would not be R. dupli-
cation of a previous work in that so rrany technological changes have 
taken place since that t:i.rre ma t.he fact that these studies surveyed a 
specific area much different than the State e:f Oklahana.. 
Bluhm (1977) , in an article, gave her ideas al:x:>ut specialized 
training in the legal field. The 2rticle was concerned with different 
areas to include in training students. It also emphasized the need for 
the person designing the training to get out into the business world 
and visit law offices to rntlist assistance of personnel "on the job." 
Garrison (1975) , in an article, presented her ideas as to the 
future legal secretary. This article also pointed out the r,eed for 
specialized training to rreet the needs of employers tcxlay. While this 
article did not rrention the specific duties, it did point out that 
specialized training "WOuld help an employee reach fa paraprofessional 
. level and the opportunity i...o advance in one's profession. 
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Handbook for the Legal Secretary, a book written primarily for the 
State of Calif omia legal workers is a very helpful book {Leslie & 
Coffin, 1958). Legal procedure varies in each state, county, and c-:0urt; 
so it was suggested to ascertain the local court rules and c-lleck with 
the clerk's office or elsewhere, to c.etermine that the procedures used 
in this book could be used locally. The fonns and procedures which 
the authors consider of frirre importance to the 1 egal secretarial 
worker were not consistent with out· state and could only be used for 
reference. In fact, other than shorthand outlines end practice dicta-
tion material, it is rrore of a reference book.than a text book. Nei-
ther does the book cover everything a legal secretary or clerical 
worker should knc:M. The Glossary of Legal Terms and Shorthand Forms 
would be very helpful· as it is perhaps the rost canplete glossary of 
its type. 
Manual for the Legal Secretarial Profession (1974) , is a book for 
the career legal secretary. It is designed to assist the professionally 
minded legal secretary whether she is currently employed in a law office 
or preparing for such a career. The book emphasizes the professional 
rather than the purely routine or clerical aspects of the work of the 
legal secretry. The author points out that the book is not a substitute 
for experience; that professional lirproverrent results from a ccrobina-
tion of education and experience. The book devotes little attention to 
details which must be acquired through actual experience. The text is 
intentionally general. There are thousands of jurisdictions in the 
United States and procedures .a.re not identical in any two of these. 
The work recognizes that legal procedures and legal secretarial prac-
tices change alrrost daily, and that it is the responsibility of the 
legal secretary and her employer to keep up with changes. This book 
is a valuable reference in the instruction of legal training. 
Legal Secretaryship was a rrost helpful book in developing the 
check list (Blackburn, 1971). The book identified the many areas that 
should be incorporated on the check list. The book was concise in the 
discussion of secretarial duties in connection with the preparation of 
the various documents. While not a text in itself, it is a valuable 
reference book that can benefit a legal secretary. 
Secretarial Procedures and Administration describes many of the 
tasks that are perforrred in all offices including the law office (Hanna, 
Popham, and Tilton, 1973). It is an excellent source of infonnation 
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for the aspiring professional legal secretary. The jnfo.rroa.tion in this 
book ·was also very helpful in determining the type of infonnation t.hat 
should appear on the check list. 
Many of the articles and books n:entioned contributed inf o.rroa.tion 
of value, but no single one in itself was sufficient in giving a de-
tailed list of duties required of legal clerical r:ersonnel. This would 
indicate that a study in this area is definitely needed. 
The need for relevant info.rroa.tion about the duties of legal secre-
taries is apparent and materials are scarce in defining these duties. 
Although there are facts and opinions available as well as books and 
recorded experiences, there is needed a basis for selecting infonnation 
for training future students in the specific duties that are rrost 
frequently perforrred. 
By using a questionnaire, a rrore exact knowledge of the activities 
of legal secretaries can be ascertained. Thus, it is possible that 
proper training can be given to students wishing to specialize in the 
legal secretarial field. Instructions given these students would 




If carrpletely trained secretaries with a working knooledge of the 
duties involved in a law office are to be produced, it l:ecarres essen-
tial to give them specialized training c::orrrrensurate with the activities 
they will encounter on the job. The duties e:f legal clerical personnel 
in various positions will no doubt differ markedly in many respects. 
'Jherefore, a course of this type, to be worthwhile, must offer training 
in those duties with \'ihich the majority of secretaries will be involved. 
Respondents t.o be surveyed are secretaries who hold :rreribership in 
the Oklahoma Legal Secretaries Association and represent all areas of 
the State of Oklah.ana. 
In order to a.scertain the frequency of the duties perfo:r::rred by the 
secretaries, a questionnaire was chosen ciS the rredium by which the 
survey could be c-.onducted. 
In constructing the check list to re used in the survey, the first 
problem was to asserible a tenative list of all duties that could i::os-
sihly be in.eluded in a position of this nature with no atterrpt being 
made to filter out those thought to be of little value. 'Ihis master 
list, constructed fran available literature, was lengthy and constituted 
a good basis from \ihlch to fonn a final J ist. The list was then sub-
mitted to three legal secretaries '\'--ith considerable experience and to 
two attorneys. Nany items '\f.:eJ:e elllrtlnated as being oub:roded. or not 
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applicable to Oklahoma, and :rmny were added to the list. These were 
either those pertinent to the locality alone or newly devised fonns 
and shortcuts not found ill literature. 
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The list was then broken down mto specific categories such as: 
takillg dictation; typewritillg; usmg comnunication services; meetillg 
the public; collecting mformation, cauposmg, editii:lg; operating other 
office machines; handling the mail; perfonning general office duties; 
organizmg and using files; and keeping fmancial records. 
vfu.en this process was caupleted, the revised check list was drafted 
and presented to three legal secretaries for them to fill out. Ambigu-
ous questions were revised then and there. After such changes were 
made, the form was duplicated. 
locally, the questionnaires were delivered personally. The re-
mainder were mailed to legal secretary chapter presidents for delivery 
to secretaries ill the respective areas. A stamped addressE":d envelofB 
was enclosed with each questionnaire to make it as easy as :i;:ossible to 
return the questionnaire. 
When a J;Briod of four weeks elapsed, chapter presidents were 
mailed a reminder in an effort to fmd out 'What dis:i;:osition had been 
made of the check list. They again helped with the follow-up. 
As the questionnaire forms were returned, the results were tabu-
lated on master sheets set up for this purp:::>se. The duties performed 
by the legal clerical YJOrkers were checked to f md out 'Whether they 
were perforrred regularly, saretirres, or never; and 'Whether a "fill-ill" 
was required. 
As a result, the frequency rank.mg of the duties perfo:r:med were 
obtained and put mto tabular form. This method of tabulatillg seerred 
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to lend itself suitable for reporting the results of the questionnaires 
and the frequency ranking cf the duties perforrred by legal clerical 
\VOrkers. 
No blank was provided in the check J.ist to determine whether the 
secretaries v..:orked 5n small, rredium, or large offices. Therefore, it 
is not lmown whether all sizes of cffices are adequa~ly represented. 
Answers wuuld naturally differ depending on the situation. Also tm.known 
is know many of the secretaries were responsible t.o one attorney and 
how many to IIDre than one attorney. 
'!he secretaries 'V'et:e asked to check whether the off ice in which 
they worked was a general or specialized legal finn. Many left this 
question blank. Others, who checked general, ~t on to fill in the 
blank that their offices were specialized t.o a certain degree. Of 
those who checked that they vere employed j.n a specialized finn, no 
one specialization was listed by rrore than five secretaries; and there 
were many different specializations listed. 8are of the secretaries 
replied that their v..urk was not for a law finn em.gaging in legal r:rac-
tice, but rather in the legal department of a corporation. For these 
reasons, no exact tabulation vas ma.de of bow many of the returns were 
fra:n g-eneral and specialized finns. 
In spite of these limiting factors, and the fact that sare of the 
secretaries did not understand the intent C·f the questions, it is felt 
that this study proved beneficial in c'1.etennining if cur curriculum 
~ts the needs of industry. The results do shCM the extent to which 
certain routine and special duties ~e perfonrro in various offices. 
The tabulation of the returned check 1ists jndicates those duties 
which are perfonrro r.egularl y cmd t.hose perfonred only saretimes. Any 
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secretary, legal or otherwise, may be called upon to perfonn any one or 
all the duties listed at one tirre or another. The main purp::>se of the 
check list used in this study was to dete:rnrine which duties should be 
given the nost emphasis in the course of study. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
RESULTS 
Of the 200 check lists distributed, 115 or approximately 58 percent 
were retUined. This better-than-average retUin was considered to be an 
adequate sanplIDg from such a select group as the one surveyed. It is 
felt that the high percentage of replies was due principally to the ex-
cellent cooperation and genume enthusiasm of the rrembers of the associ-
ation, evidencIDg their belief ID the real need for specialized trainIDg 
ID school for this occupation. 
The total of 115 retUins does not IDclude several check lists 
which were returned blank because the particular secretaries were no 
longer enployed ID strictly legal work or for sc:!Te similar reason. 
Also, sorre secretaries did not check all blanks on the fonn accounts 
for sorre categories not totalIDg 115 retUins. 
The total figure was used to draw nost of the major conclusions in 
the study. In many of the categories, a ranking of the duties in the 
order of those :rrost frequently checked was used for the analysis. In 
other IDstances, a percentage of retUins seerred to give a better picture 
. for comparison and analysis and, therefore, was used. In sa:re cate-
gories only the results of the "regular" coh.rrm were considered; where-
as, ID other categories it was felt that the supporting figures ID the 
"sorret:i.rres" column were .i.rrq?ortant enough to warrant inclusion. 
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Taking and Transcribing Dictation 
Method of Transcribing Dictation 
Transcribing from machines was checked by a large majority of the 
legal secretaries and ranked first (Table I) as the nost frequent 
rrethod of transcribing dictation. In addition to the use of machines, 
hCMever, a m:rrnber of the secretaries checked that they \vere regularly 
required to take and transcribe shorthand notes. 
TABLE J 
METIIOD OF TRANSRIBING DICTATIOO 
M3thod N1..m:ber Rank 
Regularly Perfonred Duties 
Transcribe from Machine 65 1 
Shorthand Notes 31 2 
Directly to Typewriter 9 3 
Duties Perf onred Sorretirres 
Shorthand Notes 57 1 
Directly to Typewriter 48 2 
Transcribe from Machine 26 3 
Table I also shCMS which rrethods are used "sorreti.rres" in canpari-
son with those used "regularly." Although taking dictation and trans-
cribing directly to the typewriter ranked third as regularly used· 
rrethod, it ranked second as a rrethod employed sorreti.rres. It is noted 
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that a total of 37 checked that shorthand was never used. Only three 
of all the secretaries checked that they ever used the stenograph. 
Speed of Dictation 
In an analysis of shorthand speeds, it must be rerrerrbered that 
these are only approximations ma.de by the secretaries. Many of the 
secretaries wrote notes stating that it had been so long since they 
had been tirred their answers might be far from correct. Of the check 
lists returned, 40 percent did shew a speed; but whether these are 
approximate or exact speeds cannot be determined. Table II shows the 
various speeds of the respondents. 
TABLE II 
DICTATICN SPEED 
Words Per Minute 
60 - 80 
80 - 90 
90 -100 
100 or rrore 
*Percentage of total returns 






The taking of letters and memos ranked first and second as the 
dictation duties perfonred rrost frequently. Table III points out this 
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TABLE III 





Minutes of Meetings 19 
Telephone Conversations 14 
Speeches 8 
legal DoCUID211ts in entirety: 











Power of Attorney 25 






















fact and also shc:MS the ranking of other types of dictation which are 
taken regularly. 'Ihe taking of legal oocurrents in their entirety was 
listed and ranked separately on the table in an attempt to show which 
specific documents were taken in entirety rrost frequently. Ho.vever, if 
this had been included with the ranking cf ether items, legal docurrents 
in entirety would have ranked at least third or possibly higher. The 
figures in Table III indicate that even in a law office where much of 
the dictation may be technical, routine correspondence still plays an 
extremal y important part. Therefore, the c-:bili ty to set up attractive 
letters and I".'erws is one required of all gcxx1 legal secretaries. 
In the ranking of legal docurnents taken in entirety, petitions, 
answers, affidavits, and acknCMledgrrents were the four rrost frequently 
taken docurrents. All the docurrents listed except one (derx::>sitions) 
were checked by rrore than half the secretaries. "Other docurrents" in-
cluded a number of different documents. 'Ihe secretaries were asked to 
fill in any docurrent taken from dictation regularly which was not in-
cluded in the list. No tabulation was made of these different docu-
rrents because in going through the check lists it was noted that no 
one docurrent was listed by rrore than a few secretaries. 
TyJ;:ewriting 
Kind of Typewriter Used 
As can be seen on Table J:V, 84 percent of the secretaries return-
ing the check lists use an electric typewriter, and 57 percent use sorre 
type of autcxnatic typewriter. 'Ihe executive typewriter was used by 35 
percent of resfOnd.ents. It can be asSl:D.l'ed that a majority of legal 
fintlS are equipping their of fices with autorrated equipnent. 'Ihis sho.vs 
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that there has been a definite change in the tra.in.ing of students in the 
typewriting area. Only two of the respondents reported using a manual 
typewriter at all. 
TABI.E IV 
KIND OF 'lYPEWRITER USED 




*Percentage of total retunis 









'!he sane fact holds true for the analysis of typewriting speeds as 
was true of shorthand speeds - these are only approximations made by 
secretaries thern.sel ves. Another thing which must be rerrenibered when 
discussing typewriting speeds is whether the speeds are gross, correct, 
or net words per minute is unknown. Also unknown is whether the speeds 
are for a short period of tine or whether they are for sustained timing. 
Tyr:ewriting rates were filled in on 70 percent of the returned 
check lists. Table V sh~ that alrrost 34 percent of those reporting a 
speed type at least 70 words per minute; 19 percent type at least 80 
words per minute; and 21 percent type 9 0 or nore "WOrds per minute. 
TABLE V 
TYPEWRITING SPEEDS 
Words Per Minute 
60 - 70 
70 - 80 
80 - 90 
90 or rrore 






No attempt was ma.de to correlate speeds as to whether they were 
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attained on a regular electric typewriter or on an autanatic typE.writer. 
However, since a majority of the secretaries checked that they use a 
regular electric typewriter, it might be assum:rl that a majority of the 
reported speeds were attained on regular electric typewriters. 
Kinds of Typewriting 
In the ranking of duties in the typewriting category, the straight-
copy typing of letters, rrerros, reports, etc. ranked first; however, 
several things must be kept in mind when studying Table VI. If the 
typing of legal docurrents, whether using previously prepared docurrents 
as guides or using fill-ins had been included with the ranking of other 
items, legal docurrents would have ranked first. Also to be remrnibered 
is that the transcription of letters frorn shorthand notes is not in-
eluded in this category at all but has already been discussed in the 
category with dictation duties. 
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TABLE VI 
KINDS CF TYPEWRITING 
Dut~ Number Rank 
Letters, Merros, Reports (Copying) 74 1 
Letters, Menns, Reports (Longhand Notes) 30 2 
Ditto Masters 12 3 
legal Docurrents using previously 
prepared docurrents as guides: 
Ackncwledgrrents 78 1 
Affidavits 77 2 
Petitions 7 4 3 
Surmons 73 4 
Answers 71 5 
Verifications 70 6 
Deeds 59 7 
Wills 56 8 
M:)rtgages 54 9 
By Laws (Corporate) 52 10 
Leases 49 11 
Partnership Agreerrents 4 7 12 
Contract for Sale of Real Estate 47 12 
Power of Attorney 46 13 
Guardianship 43 14 
Garnishrrent 42 15 
Abstracts 37 16 
Proxy 24 17 
Deposition 21 18 
legal Docurrents (fill-ins) : 
Su.m.rons 66 1 
Subpoena 55 2 
Verification 54 3 
Ackncwledgrrent 53 4 
Deed 52 5 
Mortgage 48 6 
Affidavit 46 7 
Petition 44 8 
Leases 36 9 
Garnishrrent 32 10 
Contracts 31 11 
Order to Sho;v Cause 31 11 
Writs 23 12 
Po;ver of Attorney 22 13 
Guardianship 22 13 
Injunction 13 14 
Proxy 12 15 
*Regularly Perfonred Duties 
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In the ranking of legal docmnents rIBing previously prepared docu-
ments as guides, the typing of ackncwldgrrents ranked first with affida-
vits following. Table VI does show that c..'.uite a few of the docurrents 
listed were checked on rrore than half the returned check lists. In 
these two rankings, as -wa.s true in the ranking of legal docurrents taken 
fran dictation in entirety, "other documents" included many miscellane-
ous docurrents listed by the secretaries c:s being used in their particular 
offices. 
legal docurrents were listed separately in i he typewriting category, 
as they were in the dictation category, in an atterrpt to detennine which 
dOCUirents were nost frequently drawn up in each mmner. In checking 
through £:~ specific returns, it \\as noted that the sarre docurcents were 
checked in the regular column jn all three places. At first thought, 
this might not ::eem logical; hCMever, in E"a:ne offices all three ways 
(taking fran dictation in entirety, using previously prepared documents 
as guides, and using fill-ins) may be auployed regularly. 'Ihe rrethod 
·which is used depends on the specific case End the individuals involved. 
Erasing on legal Docu:rrents 
An . attempt \\as made to cietermine the cmount c.f erasing r.enni. tted 
on legal dOCUirents. In answering this question, 68 of the 112 secre-
taries said that e:rasing was permitted; and 32 checked that erasing was 
limited. Some listed that erasing was limited jn several ways '\Nhile 
others did not c;nswer "to what?" erasing was limited. One of the rrost 
frequently occurring limitations was t.o "neatness" or in the words of 
other secretaries to erasures that are "hardly noticeable." Crther 
secretaries stated that erasures were limited depending on the nature 
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of the docurcent, and the docurrent listed :rrost frequently which could not 
contain erasures was a will. Erasures were also listed as being limited 
in places where an erasure could be made that would change the rreaning 
of a docurrent such as dates and sums of rroney. 
Operating Office Machines 
A large ma.jority of the secretaries returning the check lists as 
shown on Table VII checked that they were required to use an adding 
machine. The other machines listed were checked by less than half the 
secretaries as ever being used. A good secretary should be skilled in 
using the various machines. 
TABLE VII 
OFFICE MACHINES USED 
Machine 















The nost frequently perfo:t:nro duty in handling the mail is deter-
mining the arrount for postage. A majority of the secretaries also 
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checked that they were regularly resf)Onsible for accepting papers and 
packages, reading incoming m:=til, stamping incoming mail, and opening 
and sorting incoming mail. 'Ihe figures indicate that the good secretary 
must be familiar with all the best procedures in handling the mail. 
TABLE VIII 
HANDLING '!HE MAIL 
Duty Number Rank 
Duties perfo:r:rred regularly 
Detennine Arrount for Postage 70 1 
Accept Papers and Packages 67 2 
Read Incoming Mail 62 3 
Starnp Mail by Hand 60 4 
Open and Sort Incoming Mail 51 5 
Sign for Registered Mail 47 6 
Annotate Letters 30 7 
Duties perf o:r:rred sometimes 
Sort Mail 39 1 
Annotate Letters 39 1 
Open Incoming Mail 37 2 
Sign for Registered Mail 37 2 
Read Incoming Mail 32 3 
Accept Papers and Packages 31 4 
Determine Arrount for Postage 20 5 
Stamp Mail by Hand 18 6 
Using Corrrounication Services 
Anong the duties listed which relate to the use of telephone and 
telegraph facilities, the taking of rressages about calls and bringing 
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them to the attention of the employer ranked first (_Table IX} as a reg-
ularly perforrred duty. Answering the telephone ranked second, and 
making long distance calls ranked third on the list. Because the tele-
phone does play such an i.rnr;:ortant part in any office, the legal secre-
tary, as well as any other good secretary, should always be correct and 
courteous in the use of the instrument. 
TABLE IX 
USING Ca'.iMIJNICATICN SERVICES 
Duty Nurrber Rank 
Duties perfoJ::m2Cl regularly 
Take Messages about·calls and 
bring them to Attention of 
Employer 82 1 
Answer the Telephone 66 2 
~1ake long Distance calls 62 3 
Keep Record of Telephone Calls 61 4 
Place General outgoing Calls 56 5 
Route Callers 51 6 
Operate switchboard 8 7 
Send Telegrams 3 8 
Duties perf orned sorretimes 
Place outgoing Calls 42 1 
Make long Distance Calls 41 2 
Answer the Telephone 40 3 
Route Callers 38 4 
Send Telegrams 31 5 
Keep Record of Telephone calls 25 6 
Take Messages about Calls and 
bring them to Attention of 
employer 24 7 
~ate switchboard 12 8 
--- --------- --- ---- --- -
Operating a switchboard and sending telegrams, which ranked very 
law, were the only duties listed which were not checked by a majority 
of the secretaries as being perfonred regularly. Only eight of the 
secretaries stated that they -were regularly required to operate the 
switchboard, and the twelve 'Who operated a switchboard sorretirres pro-
bably did so as relief operators. 
Only three of the secretaries checked that they regularly sent 
telegrams while 31 checked they did this task sorret:i.rres. 
Meeting the Public 
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The figures in Table X indicates that the majority of legal secre-
taries must kncM hCM to personally greet people caning into the office 
in a courteous and pleasant manner. Less than 50 percent checked that 
they were ever called upon to help entertain clients or business 
associates. 
Collecting Infornation, Composing, Editing 
Table XI shows that a majority of the legal secretaries returning 
the check lists -were responsible, at one tirre or another, for the can-
position of written corrrnunications. The a:::irrp::>si tion frcm oral instruc-
tion ranked first as the rrost frequently perfonred duty in the category. 
A close ranking second was the composition on their own initiative. 
Although less than half of the secretaries checked that they were regu-
larly required to perfonn any of the other duties in this group, nore 
than half of the secretaries -were responsible at least scree of the 
tirre for all the duties except gathering material for speeches and 
ma.king digest of articles, letters, or lxx:>ks. 
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TABLE :X 
MEEI'IN:; 'lHE PUBLIC 
Duty Number Rank 
Duties perfonred regularly 
Make App.Jintnents 69 1 
Screen callers 54 2 
Act c:s Receptionist 49 3 
Help Entertain Visiting Clients 
or Business Associates 15 4 
Duties perfonred sorretirres 
Act as Receptionist 46 1 
Screen Callers 39 2 
Help Entertain Visiting Clients 
or Business Associates 36 3 
:Make Appointnents 27 4 
The figures in Table XI indicates that legal secretaries should 
have the ability to accurately compose acceptable carraunications whether 
on their awn initiative or with sorre assistance from instrr.ctions, no-
tations, etc. In addition, . secretaries need to kncM where to find 
infonna.tion for/about cases in which their employer is interested. 
They must also be capable of sifting and organizing facts for legal 
docurrents. 
Perfonning General Off ice Duties 
Of the general office duties listed, serving as a notary ranked 
first as the rrost frequently perfonred task. The second rankjng i tern 
of the duties performed regularly is that of keeping a daybook or diary. 
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TABLE XI 
COLLECTING INFORMATICN, CCMPOSING, EDITING 
Duty Number Rank 
Duties perfonred regularly 
Compose Written Corrmunication 
from oral instructions 65 1 
on own initiative 57 2 
from longhand notes 48 3 
from form letters 47 4 
Gather Infonration for/about 
Cases 35 5 
Sift and Organize Facts 31 6 
Make Digest of Articles, Letters, 
or Books 9 7 
Gather :Material for Speeches 6 8 
Duties perf onred somet:ures 
Gather Information for/about 
cases 44 1 
Sift and Organize Facts 42 2 
COmpose Written Carinunication 
from longhand notes 42 2 
on own initiative 38 3 
from form letters 38 3 
from oral instructions 30 4 
Make Digest of Articles, Letters, 
or Books 25 5 
Gather Material for Speeches 16 6 
The majority of the secretaries indicated that they y.,iere required 
at least sarre of the time to organize off ice routine and to plan or 
schedule each day's \\Ork. Every good secretary should do some planning 
of her own work for the day, but these figures sho.v that legal secre-
taries may be responsible for the snooth rurming operation of an entire 
office. 
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Since rrore than half the secretaries also checked t.hat they at 
least ~:a:ret.irre had to wake hotel and transi;ortation reservations, a 
good secretary should know where she can find any infonre.tion she wa.y 
need in carrying out these resi;onsibilities. She should be familiar 
with the various types c:f accormodations provided by hotels and not.els. 
She should eilso be c-:ble to read both rail and airline t.irretables and 
know the kinds of accormoda.tions c<vailable on each of these nodes of 
transi;ortation. 
in her locality. 
She should become familiar v.i. th the travel agencies 
A knowledge of foreign travel requirements ·would be 
very helpful in i:he event an enployer v.·ent out of the country. 
M:>re than half indicated they kept confidential personal records 
for the enployer v.trich indicates that legal secretaries must be loyal 
to their Errq?loyers and be able to keep oonf idential ITatters to 
themselves. 
Since rrost legal secretaries will act as librarian fer the off ice 
law library, each should become thoroughly familiar with library 
procedures. 
Less than half the secretaries checked that they 'l/;iere ever required 
to supervise clerical and stenographic enployees or screen applicants 
for office jobs. Perhaps the secretaries who checked "never" to these 
i terns worked jn swa.11 or cne-girl off ices v.:here they \\Duld not be re-
quired to perfonn such duties. 
Table XII shows the general office duties that are perfonred on cL 
regular basis and those that are perfonred sa:retirres. The figures on 
this table should not be interpreted to rrean that duties checked by 
less than half the secretaries .:.re rm.important, but !:.imply that these 
specific c1uties are not required in all offices. 
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TABIE XII 
PERFORMING GENERAL OFFICE DUTIES 
Duty. Number Rank 
Duties perfomed regularly 
Serve as notary 83 1 
Keep daybook or diary 66 2 
Keep follc:w up or tickler file 55 3 
Keep confidential personal records 
for e.rrployer 46 4 
Order Office Supplies 44 5 
Keep the Legal Justice Docket 43 6 
Plan or Schedule Each Day's work 36 7 
Organize Off ice Routine 30 8 
Act as Librarian for Office (law) 
Library 28 9 
Screen Applicants 22 10 
Make Hotel and Transportation 
Reservations 20 11 
Prepare Travel Itineries 19 12 
Delegate Work 19 12 
Arrange Office Layout 18 13 
Keep a Clipping File 17 14 
Supervise Clerical Employees 14 15 
Prepare Employer's Brief Case for Trips 12 16 
Attend Court l] 17 
Help Plan and Organize Office Social 
Affairs 11 17 
Mark Articles to the Clipped 10 18 
Prepare Agenda for Meetings 9 19 
Duties perf o:rmed s<:::m3tirnes 
Make Hotel and Transportation 
Reservations 52 1 
Plan or Schedule Each Day's work 49 2 
Delegate Work 47 3 
Organize Office Routine 41 4 
Help Plan and Organize Office 
Social Affairs 41 4 
Prepare Employer's Brief Case for Trips 38 5 
Act as Librarian for Office (law) 
Library 37 6 
Prepare Travel Itineries 35 7 
Keep Confidential Personal Records 
for Employer 33 8 
Mark Articles to be Clipped 33 8 
Attend Court 29 9 
Order Office Supplies 29 9 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Duty 
Arrange Office Layout 
Keep a Clipping File 
Supervise Clerical Enployees 
Keep a Follo.v Up or Tickler File 
Keep legal Justice Docket 
Keep Daybook or Diru:y 
Screen Applicants 






















The sending of statements to clients ranked first (Table XIII) as 
the :rrost frequently perforrred duty in the category pertaining to office 
financial records. In addition, a majority of the: secretaries checked 
that they were required (if not regularly at least sorretines) to handle 
the banking business for their offices. This includes writing checks, 
making deposits, keeping the checkbook, and reconciling bank staterrents. 
Alx:>ut half of the secretaries were also responsible at least sorre of 
the tine for keeping expense records of cases, keeping trust account, 
and preparing office payrolls. The other duties in this category were 
checked by less than half the secretaries as ever being perfonred; ho.v-
ever, this fact does not rroke these duties any less :iJ:nportant. The 
figures in these tables all point out that a top-flight legal secretary 




KEEPING OFFICE FINANCIAL RECORDS 
Duty Number Rank 
Duties perfo:me:i regularly 
Send Statem:mts to Clients 56 1 
Write Checks 43 2 
Make Deposits 43 2 
.Maintain Clients Ledger 42 3 
Keep Q1eckbcok 37 4 
Keep Expense Record of Cases 37 4 
Keep Trust Account 36 5 
Reconcile Bank Statem::mt 30 6 
Prepare Office Payrolls 30 6 
Post to Iedgers 28 7 
cash Journal 27 8 
Accmmts Payable Journal 27 8 
Keep Travel Expense Records 26 9 
Prepare Q.:rarterly Incc:ma Tax and 
FICA Reports 25 10 
General I.edger 24 11 
Petty cash I.edgers 20 12 
Keep Insurance Records 18 13 
Prepare Incare Staterrent 11 14 
Prepare Balance Sheet 11 14 
Prepare Trial Balance 8 15 
Prepare Office Budget 5 16 
Duties perf oIIIBCl scmetimes 
Write Checks 27 1 
Make Deposits 24 2 
Send Statelrents to Clients 22 3 
Keep Expense Record of Cases 20 4 
Keep Travel Expense Records 19 5 
Keep Checkbcok 16 6 
Reconcile Bank Staterrent 12 7 
Keep Trust Accounts 12 7 
Maintain Clients Ledger 12 7 
Prepare Off ice Budget 11 8 
Petty Cash .Ledger 11 8 
Prepare Office Payroll 10 9 
Keep Insurance Records 10 9 
Accounts Payable Ledger 10 9 
Post to Ledgers 10 9 
Keep Invesbrent Records 9 10 
cash Journals 9 10 
General Ledger 8 11 
Prepare Trial Balance 8 11 
TABLE XII (Continued 
Duty 
Prepare Trial Balance 







Ccxments on returned check lists indicated that rrost of the 
accounting was done by the accrnmting departrrent within the organiza-
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tion or by an outside public accounting finn. It is :i.rrportant, however, 
that legal secretaries be kru:Mledgeable of financial records. 
Organizing and Using the Files 
'!he filing of clients' records, as can be seen on Table XIV, was 
checked as a task perforrred by 94 percent of the secretaries returning 
the check list. The keeping of general correspondence files and the 
employer's personal files were also checked by a majority of those 
reporting. The alphabetic rrethcx:l of filing was the system rrost fre-
quently used by legal secretaries. Since the rn .. meric and geographic 
methods were also checked by a number of secretaries, it might safely 
be stated that legal secretaries should be familiar with nore than one 
methcx:l of filing. Several respondents corrmented that they used both 
alphabetic and numeric rrethcx:ls of filing depending on the type of file. 
Good records managerrent practices are very necessary to the secretary 
in controlling her files and in understanding the managerrent aspects 
of records control including retention and transfer of files. 
TABLE XIV 



















SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The results of the survey indicates that the duties of legal 
secretaries are many and varied and are not limited to what might be 
considered as strictly legal tasks. The extent to which certain duties 
are perfonred will vary with the particular situatibns existing within 
different offices. Miller (1958) very aptly expresses this fact in her 
handl:xx:>k for legal secretaries: 
In a small law off ice the work and responsibilities 
of all the service depal"iJ"Ients fall on the secretary. In 
a large office, sare of the responsibilities are hers, in 
any event she should be familiar with them so that she can 
· cooperate properly with other departments (p. 11) . 
Several of the secretaries made note of this fact on their re-
turned check lists, . but no attempt was made to determine whether all 
sizes of offices were equally represented. As a result, the validity 
of these findings may be questioned because of a possible bias result-
ing from the sample used and possible weaknesses in the check list. 
In the analysis of dictation duties, it was found that a large 
majority of the secretaries replied that they used transcribing ma-
chines nost frequently in dictation-transcription. However, a number 
of the secretaries replied that they used shorthand or took dictation 
directly to the typewriter. The requirerrents for speed in taking 
shorthand were discovered to be average for students graduating from 
our program. About one-half the f i:rms required shorthand for the 
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position. As to the types of dicta,tion taken m:>st frequently, routine 
correspondence ranked first alx>ve legal documents. 
Sare tyt:e of electric typewriter was used in all offices with 
approximately one-half using automatic equiµTEDt. Typewriting speed 
requirerrents were also fairly high in the legal offices represented. 
In the discussion of the kinds of typewriting duties, transcription 
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from shorthand notes· was not included. 'Iherefore, the typing of legal 
documents using previously prepared documents· as guides or using fill-
ins was the rrost frequently perfonred typewriting duty, follcwed closely 
by the straight-copy typing of letters, msnos, and reports. ~bst of 
the secretaries indicated that erasing was permitted on legal documents 
in their off ices; however, rrore than one-half of the secretaries went 
on to say that erasing was l.imi.ted to sare extent. 
rn·the use of office machines, the ten key adding machine and the 
printing calculator were checked as being used by a majority of the 
secretaries. 
All of the duties listed in the category "Handling the Mail" 
• were checked by a majority of the secretaries as being perfonred at 
least sare of the ti.rre. legal secretaries, therefore, should be 
familiar with post office requirerrents for handling the mail as well 
as being familiar with the services that the post office offers to 
mailers. 
As expected, the use of the telephone was found to play an ex-
trerrely llriportant part in legal offices. Only a few of the secretaries 
checked that they \\118re ever required to operate a switchboard, and 
less than one-half were responsible for sending telegrams. Secretaries 
should be familiar with this type of conmunication. 
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The responses to the duties having to do with "Meeting the Public" 
indicated that the gcx:rl l.egal secretary ItUlSt know how to personally 
. greet people corning into the office in a courteous and pleasing rranner. 
A majority of the secretaries checked that they were responsible 
for the corrposition of written canmunication. 
Serving as a notary was the nost frequently performe:l task anong 
the general off ice duties listed. 
The secretaries indicated that they were required to have sorre 
ability in the handling of the financial records in their offices. 
The last section of the check list showed that the secretaries 
were responsible for organizing and using the files·in their offices. 
The alphabetic method of filing was checked as being used nore than 
any other system. 
All of thse findings indicate that the I.egal Secretarial Program 
at Oklahcma·state University School of Technical Training, Okmulgee 
Branch, incorporates in its training all of the duties and responsi-
bilities which may fall upon the secretary in a legal office. The type-
writing and shorthand skill requirements are.equal to or exceed industry 
requiranents. As transcribing from machines and the use of automatic 
type.writers have become nore prevalent in law offices, our program of 
study has been nodif ied to include a class in Word Processing Fquiprent 
utilizing several different types of automatic typewriters. Our najor 
conclusion is that Oklahoma State University School of Technical 
Training is supplying industry with errployees who are able to function 
and succeed as a legal secretary with a minimum of on-the-job training. 
• 
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APPENDIX A 
CHEr::K LIST FOR 'IHE I .EGAL SEx:::RETARY 
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CHEO< LIST FOR 'lHE LP.GAL SECRErARY 
Please check ( ) the frequency each of the following duties are 
performed by you. 
TAKING DICTATION 
Take and transcribe shorthand notes 
Take dictation directly to the 
typewriter 
Take dictation fran machine 
Use the stenograph 





minutes of meetings 
telephone conversations 
















List others not :rrentioned: 
Regu- Some-
lar l y times Never 
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TYPEWRITING 
Use Manual Typewriter 
Use Electric T_ypewriter 
Use Executive Typewriter 
Use Autanatic Typewriter 
Type the following: 
Letters, rnerros, reports, 
(Copying from previous) 
(From longhand notes) 
Stencils 
Masters 
Legal documents using previously 


















Contract for sale of real estate 
Other Documents: 
USING Ca.1MUNICATION SERVICES 
Operate switchOOard 
Answer the telephone 
Take messages about calls and bring 
them to attention of employer 
Route Callers 
Keep record of telephone calls 
Place general outgoing calls 
Make long distance calls 
Send telegrams 
MEETING THE PUBLIC 








MEETING THE PUBLIC (Con 't) 
Make apt:einbnents 
Help entertain visiting clients or 
business associates 
COI.J.ECTING INFORMATION", CCMPOSING, EDITING 
Assist with the prep:rration of legal 
documents 
Gather inforrration for/about cases (such 
as facts about clients, etc.) 
Sift and organize facts 
Make digests of articles, letters, 
or books 
Comt:ese written corrmunications: 
from oral instructions 
from form letters 
from longhand notes 
on own initiative 
Other: 
·Legal documents (fill-ins): 


















OPERATING Or.HER OFFICE MACHINES 
Operate a mimeograph 
Operate a fluid duplicator 
Operate Off Set 







OPERATING OTHER OFFICE MACHTNES (Con't) 
Operate Printing calculator 
Other Machines: 
HANDLING THE MAIL 
Open incoming m3.il 
Accept papers and p:i.ckages 
Stamp m3.il by hand 
Sort m3.il 
Sign for registered m3.il 
Read incoming m3.il 
Determine arrount for postage 
Annotate letters 
PERFORMING GENERAL OFFICE DUTIES 
Act as librarian for office (law)library 
Mark articles to be clipped 
Keep a clipping file 
Organize off ice routine 
Arrange off ice layout 
Plan or schedule each day's work 
Delegate work 
Supervise clerical employees 
Screen applicants 
Order off ice supplies 
Prep:i.re travel itineries 
Make hotel reservations 
Make trans:i;:ortation reservations 
Prep:i.re employer's brief case for trips 
Prep:i.re agenda for meetings 
Attend Court 
Help plan and organize office 
social affairs 
Serve as lbtary Public 
Keep Daybook or Diary 
Keep the legal justice docket 
Keep a follow up or tickler file 
List others not mentioned: 
ORGANIZE AND USE FILES 
General Corres:i;:ondence 
Clients' files 
Employer's personal files 
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Regu- Some-
lar l y times Never 








Reconcile bank statements 
Prepare off ice budget 
Prepare off ice payrolls 
Prepare quarterly income tax 
withholding & FICA reports 
Keep investment records 
Keep insurance records 
Keep travel expense records 
Keep expense records of cases 
Keep trust accounts 
Send statements to clients 
Maintain clients ledger 
Cash Journal 
Accounts Payable I.edger 
General I.edger 
Petty Cash I.edger 
Post to LExlgers 




List others not mentioned: 









____ wpn Approximately at what speed do you take dictation? 
Approximately at what SfBed do you do rrost of your typing ___ wp:n 
Is Shorthand a requirement for your position? Yes No ---
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Please rank in order of imp::>rtance (l,2,3, etc.) the.six traits you 















Ability to deal with 
public pleasantly 
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"When you began your career as a legal secretary, what special diffi-
culties did you encounter which you feel specialized training in school 
might have prevented? 
Legal spelling 
Legal punctuation 
Shorthand forms for technical legal terms 
Proper form for setting up legal docmnen.ts 
Insufficient shorthand speed 
Insufficient typewriting speed 
Insufficient accuracy on the typewriter · 
Pressure of v.urk 
Unfamiliarity with legal procedures, organization of courts, 
and the nature of trials 
Confusing legal terms (due to similarity of sound or spelling) 
Number of copies required for various legal docmnen.ts 
Ol'HERS: 
Type of law firm: 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 
APPENDIX B 
'mBUIATICN OF RESPCNSES 'ID am:K LISTS 
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TABUIA.TIOO OF RFSPCNSES 'IO CHECK LISTS 
Regu- Sare-
larly tirres Never 
TAKING DICTATION 
Take and transcribe shorthand notes 31 57 28 
Take dictation directly to the 
tyrx:writer 9 48 56 
· Take dictation fran machine 65 26 24 
Use the stenograph 1 2 108 
Take the following types of dictation: 
letters 85 26 4 
zrerros 60 39 23 
reports 28 40 39 
speeches 8 35 64 
minutes of meetings 19 46 47 
telephone conversations 14 45 49 
legal documents in entirety: 
briefs 45 33 32 
petition 63 26 24 
answers 59 28 26 
depositions 10 14 84 
wills 43 30 37 
abstracts 24 22 64 
deeds 36 40 35 
rrortgages 35 35 42 
leases 34 39 35 
divorce cases 49 23 41 
pc:Mer of attorney 25 51 36 
acknowledgment 50 21 38 
proxy 9 41 61 
affidavit 52 34 28 
interrogatories 38 31 42 
List others not :rrentioned: 
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TYPEWRITING Regu- Some-
larly times Never 
Use .Manual Typewriter 0 2 102 
Use Electric Typewriter 70 21 17 
Use Executive Typewriter 21 17 72 
Use Autonatic Typewriter 43 18 46 
Type the following: 
Letters, merros, rep.Jrts, 
(Copying from previous) . 74 33 7 
(From longhand notes) 30 49 28 
Stencils 0 11 98 
.Ma.sters 12 18 79 
Legal documents using previously 
prepared documents as guides: 
Petitions . 74 35 5 
Answers ... ·71 30 10 
Surmons 73 27 15 
Affidavits 77 31 6 
Acknowledgerrents 78 25 9 
Dep.Jsitions 21 21 67 
Verifications 71 22 -13 
Garnishments 42 35 37 
Guardianships 43 33 31 
Power of Attorney 46 46 22 
Proxy 24 38 49 
Wills 56 38 18 
Abstracts . 37 27 46 
Deeds 59 33 20 
Jlbrtgages 54 31 26 
Leases 49 38 23 
By-laws (Corporate) 52 32 29 
Partnership Agreements 47 37 29 
Contract for sale of real estate 47 40 18 
Other Dxurnents: 
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USING CCM1UNICATION SERVICES Regu- Sorre-larly times Never 
Operate switchboard 8 12 87 
Answer the telephone 66 40 1 
Take messages about calls and bring 
them to attention of employer 82 24 1 
Route Callers 51 38 18 
Keep Record of Telephone Calls . 61 25 21 
Place General o.itgoing Calls .. 56 42 9 
Make IDng Distance Calls .. 62 41 5 
Send Telegrams 3 31 73 
MEETIN3 THE PUBLIC 
Act as Receptionist 49 46 14 
Screen Callers 54 39 15 
Make Appointrrents 69 27 11 
Help Entertain Visiting Clients or 
Business Associates 15 36 57 
COLLECTING INFORMATION, CCT1POSING, EDITING 
Assist with the pre:i;::aration of legal 
docl..lITlEnts: 
Gather inforrna.tion for/about cases (such 
as facts about clients, etc.,) 35 44 28 
Sift and Organize Facts 31 . 42 33 
Ga.ther .Material for Speeches 6 16 84 
Make Digests of Articles, Letters, or 
Books 9 25 72 
Comp:::>se \V"ritten Conmunication: 
from oral instructions 65 30 16 
from form letters 47 38 20 
from longhand notes 48 42 18 
on own initiative 57 38 12 
other: 
Legal documents (fill-ins): 

















OPERATING OTHER OFFICE J:vlACHINES 
Operate a mimeograph 
Operate a fluid duplicator 
Operate Off Set 
Operate 10 key .Adding Machine 
Operate Printing calculator 
Other Machines: 
HANDLING THE MAIL 
Open Incc:ming Mail 
Accept Papers and Packages 
Stamp Mail by Hand 
Sort Mail 
Sign for Registered Mail 
Read Incoming Mail 
































































































PERFORMING GENERAL OFFICE DUTIES Regu- Sorre-
lar1y tim2s Never 
Act as Librarian for office (law) library 23 37 36 
Mark articles to be clipped ... 10 33 ·57 
Keep a clipping file 17 25 60 
Organize off ice routine 30 44- 30 
Arrange office layout 18 27 50 
Plan or schedule each day's work 36 49 14 
Delegate work 19 47 32 
Supervise clerical errployees . 14 22 60 
Screen applicants . 22 12 64 
Order off ice supplies 44 29 28 
Prepare travel itineries 19 35 47 
Make hotel reservations 20 52 31 
Make transportation reservations ... 20 -s2- 31 
Prepare employer's brief case for trips 12 38 52 
Prepare agenda for meetings 9 37 56 
Attend Court 11 29 .. ·59 
Help plan and organize off ice and 
social affairs 11 41 47 
Keep confidential personal records 
for employer 46 33 24 
Serve as Notary Public 83 8 13 
Keep Daybook or Diary 66 16 22 
Keep the legal justice docket 43 18 39 
Keep a follow up or tickler file 55 22 21 
List others not mentioned: 
ORGANIZE AND USE FIIES 
General correspondence 83 9 3 
Client's files 89 5 6 
... Employer's personal files 69 19 12 
FIIE BY THE FOLLCWrNG ME'THCDS 
Alphabetic 81 12 10 
Numeric 62 13 21 
Geographic 10 1 -84 
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KEEPIN3 OFFICE FINANCIAL RECORDS Regu- Sorre-
larly times Never 
Keep checkbc:Dk 37 16 45 
Write Checks ·43 27 27 
Make dep::)Si ts ... 43 24 33 
Reconcile bank statements 30 12 61 
Prepare off ice budget 5 11 83 
Prepare off ice payrolls 30 10 60 
Prepare quarterly income tax 
withholding and FICA reports 25 5 71 
Keep investrrent records 10 9 80 
Keep insurance records ... '18 10 71 
Keep travel expense records 26 19 57 
Keep expense records of cases 37 20 44 
Keep trust accounts 36 12 52 
Send statements to clients ... '56 22 22 
Maintain clients ledger 42 12 45 
cash Journal . 27 9 64 
Accrnmts Payable Ledger 27 10 64 
General Ledger 24 8 68 
Petty cash Ledger ... ·20 11 67 
Post to Ledger 28 10 58 
.Prepare financial statements: 
Trial Balance 8 7 . 82 
Income Statement 11 7 79 
Balance Sheet 11 8 79 
List others not n1ei.~tioned: 
Is erasing r:ermitted on legal docurrents? ties 68 No 15 
Limited 32 













17 word r:er minute 
Is shorthand a requirerrent for your r:osition? Yes 35 No 57 
Please rank in order of imp:::>rtance (1,2,3, etc.,) the six traits you 
















Interest in w:)rk Ability to deal with public 
6 Camon sense 
When you began your career as a legal secretary, what special diffi-
culties did you encounter which you feel specialized training in school 
might have prevented? 
3 Legal Spelling 
5 Legal punctuation 
6 Shorthand forms for technical legal terms 
4 Proper f onn for setting up legal documens 
Insufficient shorthand speed 
Insufficient typewriting speed 
·Insufficient accuracy on the typewriter 
Pressure of w:)rk 
1 Unfamiliarity with legal procedures, organization of courts, 
and the nature of trials 
2 confusing legal tenns (due to similarity of sound or spelling) 





August 10, 1979 
Dear Legal Secreta.:r:y: 
Would you spend a few minutes of your tine to supply rre with sc:ne 
information which will be of great value to me in writing my master's 
thesis required for graduation from Oklahoma State University? 
Not only will the information supplied be of value to rre in writing 
my thesis, but as an instructor in Legal Secretarial Science at 
Oklahana State University School of Technical Training, Okmulgee, it 
will help me set priorities in training future legal secretaries for 
the State of ·. Oklahcrna. 
I have tried to make the fonn as easy as possible for you to corrplete. 
Please place a check mark in the appropriate blank according to the 
frequency each of these duties are perforrred by you. Any corrrrents 
that you care to make will b<? appreciated. I might add that I am a 
rrember of the Muskogee County Legal Secretaries Chapter and sponsor a 
very active Association of Legal Students Chapter at our college. 
I shall appreciate your returning the check list as soon as possible. 
An addressed, stan'Ifed envelope is enclosed for your convenience. If 
you have any questions, please call me at 918-756-6211, Ext. 263. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert Leckie 
Legal Secretarial Instructor 
Enclosures 
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September 15, 1979 
Ms. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
President, County Legal 
Secretaries Association 
Approximately one rronth ago, I mailed to you copies of a check list 
of duties perf oim2d by legal secretaries for you to distribute to 
secretaries in your area. This information is to be used by rce to 
prepare statistics for lT\Y master's thesis. 
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The response has been terrific, but I am making an effort to get as 
many check lists returned as possible. If you could remind the lad:_es 
at your next rceeting to complete and return the check list, I would 
appreciate it very much. · 
Please extend to them lT\Y appreciation for their cooperation. 
Very truly yours, 
Robert Leckie 
regal Secretarial Instructor 
VITA , 
Robert I.eckie, Jr. 
candidate for the Degree of 
Master of Science 
Thesis: TASKS OF I.EGAL SEX:RETARIES IN THE STATE OF OKI.AHG1A 
Major Field: Oc:cupa.tional and Adult Education 
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North Carolina, in 1945 with a certificate in Secretarial 
Science; received an Associate of Science Degree from Tulsa 
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quirements for a Bachelor of Music degree from Musical Arts 
Conservator:y of West Texas, Amarillo, Texas, June 1973. 
Professional Experience: Terminal Manager and Travel Agent, 
Trail ways Bus Systems, Washington, D. C. and Dallas, Texas, 
1945-1955; Administrative Assistant to Jay Taylor (rancher, 
banker, oil man), Amarillo, Texas, 1955-1965; 1965-present, 
Business Education Instructor, Oklahoma. State University 
School of Technical Training, Okmulgee, Oklahoma; author of 
several articles for legal Secretaries publications. 
Professional Affiliations: .Member, Oklahoma Technical Society; 
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